
METAL WASTE CONTAINER

FEATURES

MEASURES:

WEIGHT: 295 lb.

Length: 6 ft 1 in.
Width: 4 ft 3 in.
Height: 5 ft 3 in.
Volumes, dimensions, and other measures are nominal 
and may vary by approximately 2 %.

CAPACITY: 2600 L (686 US gal)

CUSTOMIZATION
We can label it with the legend of the type of material 
or your logo according to your needs.

Organic: Food, fruits, and vegetables.

Inorganic: Fabric, shoes, boxes, etc. 

Paper: Paper, cardboards, newspapers, etc.  
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WASTE CONTAINER COLOR CODING:

› The lids have rubber on their ends which allows a soft closing. 

FUNCTIONALITY
The METAL WASTE CONTAINER offers a hygienic way of handling 
residues for the environment, the user, and the operator.
£    Heavy duty.
£    Any lift system can discharge the waste.
£    It's hygienic for the user and environment.

› The automatic fastening of the lid secures the impenetrability of 
the container and avoids bad odors and sources of infection. 

› Four caster wheels of 6" for optimal handling of the waste container. 
› Polyethylene and steel pickup pockets for better transportation.
› Fire resistance: it doesn't burn. Since it's airtight, the fire goes out for 
lack of oxygen.

› The design and geometric pattern prevent rainwater filtration and 
allow quicker movement of residues when it discharges. 

› It opens with a pedal which facilitates its access. 

› It has two discharging modes, one for the user and another for 
garbage trucks. 

DESCRIPTION
The creation of the METAL WASTE CONTAINER comes from the 
necessity of covering the particularities of the user resulting in 
manufacturing it with cutting-edge technology.
› The material of the waste container is 18 gauge black steel with 
double protection against rust and corrosion due to rain or weather 
conditions. 

Phones: (+52) 55 5527 2498 and 55 5386 4683 
info@a1contenedores.com.mx 
www.a1contenedores.com.mx

Lago Ayarza No. 88-A, Bodega H-Bis, Col. San Diego 
Ocoyoacac, Alcaldia Miguel Hidalgo. 
C.P. 11290, Mexico City.
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